SPS Commerce and Webgility Launch E-Commerce Solution
November 12, 2018
Automated solution manages operations, inventory and trading requirements for sellers to online and store-based retailers
MINNEAPOLIS, Nov. 12, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- SPS Commerce, Inc. (Nasdaq:SPSC), a leader in retail cloud services, and Webgility, a
leader in e-commerce automation software for multichannel sellers, today unveils their joint solution that equips midsize retail businesses with a single
solution to manage their online and physical retail channels. The product combines the multichannel management capabilities of Webgility with the
order fulfillment and retail trading expertise of SPS Commerce.
“Together with SPS Commerce, we’ve closed the gap between traditional retail and e-commerce,” said Webgility’s CEO
now sell seamlessly across all channels and run their businesses from a single, powerful software platform.”

Parag Mamnani. “Sellers can

Webgility software unifies back-office operations making it easier to manage multiple channels, more efficient to process orders, and faster to scale
even with growing complexity. With this partnership, sellers can connect their e-commerce platforms, their marketplace accounts, and their retail
trading partners. The joint offering allows sellers to quickstart retail trading partnerships by automating the exchange of order, shipment and invoice
information with any retailer. The solution provides an easy-to-use, scalable, cross-channel solution for growing businesses.
“Vendors no longer sell, or aspire to sell, through a single channel,” said Jim Frome, COO at SPS Commerce. “This solution bridges their online and
offline sales into a single, easy-to-use offering. As sellers grow their business, adding new retailers and channels, the solution scales with them so they
can begin selling their products through thousands of retailers with just a few days’ notice.”
The joint offering is available immediately from SPS Commerce and Webgility.
About SPS Commerce
SPS Commerce perfects the power of trading partner relationships with the industry’s most broadly adopted retail cloud services platform. As a leader
in cloud-based supply chain management solutions, we provide proven integrations and comprehensive retail performance analytics to thousands of
customers worldwide. SPS Commerce has achieved 70 consecutive quarters of revenue growth and is headquartered in Minneapolis. For additional
information, please contact SPS Commerce at 866-245-8100 or visit www.spscommerce.com.
About Webgility
Webgility provides ecommerce automation solutions by integrating ecommerce platforms and applications, streamlining data flows, automating
accounting and back-office operations, and providing actionable insights to maximize ROI. Webgility manages millions of customer transactions
through thousands of online stores every month. Webgility® is a certified partner of Intuit®, QuickBooks® and Xero, and works with the world’s best
ecommerce platforms and marketplaces (including Amazon®, eBay®, BigCommerce®, Shopify®, and Magento®), payment processors (PayPal,
Stripe, Shopify Payments, Square), and shipping providers such as Stamps.com, FedEx, and UPS. For more information,
visit https://www.webgility.com/edi.
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